It is difficult to get firm managers to answer questions on corruption honestly. Because of this, most surveys ask about corruption indirectly-asking whether corruption is a problem or whether 'firms like this one' pay bribes. Most studies interpret managers' responses to indirect questions as if they were answering about their own behavior. This might not be the case, however. This paper uses data from a survey of construction contractors in Afghanistan to look at how managers respond to indirect questions. We show that firms that are averse to paying bribes to win government contracts, and so do not bid for them, are more likely to say that firms like theirs pay bribes at other times. If managers answer the general indirect questions on corruption thinking about their own actions, we would expect that firms that are averse to paying bribes to win contracts would also be averse to paying bribes at other times. One explanation for the counterintuitive result is that firms answer the indirect questions as asked-about what they believe other firms are doing. This has important implications for studies that use indirect questions to assess what types of firms pay bribes.
Introduction
People often lie when asked sensitive questions during surveys. Men consistently report that they have had more partners of the opposite sex than women do. This is difficult to explain even with explanations such as prostitutes skewing the female average (Wiederman, 1997) . Meters that record what music people listen to show men spend more time listening to soft rock and less time listening to classical music than they report during surveys (Clausen, Kraay, & Murrell, 2010) . Over half of people with high-interest rate consumer loans in South Africa denied having them during a survey (Karlan & Zinman, 2008) . Other studies have found that people often do not admit that they use alcohol and illegal drugs, use birth control, have had an abortion or have gastrointestinal problems during surveys (Tourangeau and Smith, 1996) .
Lying is also a problem for firm surveys that ask about sensitive topics such as corruption (Azfar & Murrell, 2009; Clausen et al., 2010) . To decrease underreporting most surveys ask questions indirectly. For example, rather than asking about the firm's own experience with corruption, most surveys ask whether corruption is a serious problem or how much the manager thinks other firms pay in bribes. It is hoped that indirect phrasing will decrease underreporting by allowing managers to admit to paying bribes without incriminating themselves (Note 1).
Even if indirect questions lessen underreporting, it is difficult to interpret the answers. That is, managers might answer with their own actions in mind or might answer based on what they think others do. Managers who believe their competitors win government contracts unfairly, avoid paying taxes, or get licenses more quickly by paying bribes might say that corruption is a problem or that firms like theirs pay bribes even if they do not themselves. If managers answer indirect questions as they are asked, it will be difficult to relate bribes with firm and manager characteristics.
Some evidence suggests that firms do not always answer indirect questions with their own actions in mind. Managers of firms that do not bid for government contracts are more likely to say that corruption is a problem when bidding for government contracts than managers of firms that do bid (Clarke, 2011b) . This suggests that managers are not implicitly admitting to paying bribes when they say corruption in government contracting is a problem. One explanation for why firms that do not bid might say corruption is a problem is that firms that are averse to paying bribes might refuse to bid for government contracts. By stopping them from getting contracts, corruption therefore affects them even though they do not pay bribes. This paper shows the same firms were also more likely to say that corruption is a serious problem and that firms like theirs paid bribes in situations unrelated to bidding. It seems unlikely that firms that are averse to paying bribes when bidding for contracts will pay bribes more often at other times. A more likely explanation is that firms answer indirect questions thinking about what other firms do. This implies researchers should interpret indirect questions about corruption with care-managers might answer the questions thinking about other firms not their own firm.
Asking Firms about Corruption
Most firm-level surveys ask questions about corruption indirectly. Rather than asking whether the firm has paid bribes, the interviewer ask managers whether corruption is a problem, whether other firms like the managers' firm pay bribes, or whether bribes are needed or sought (rather than paid). This allows managers to answer the questions without admitting to paying bribes. For example, the two main questions on corruption in the World Bank's Enterprise Surveys are: Other cross-country and one-off surveys have used similar indirect questions (Note 2). This paper focuses on questions similar to question J7 and J30f above-on whether 'firms like this one' sometimes pay bribes and whether corruption is a serious obstacle.
The problem with indirect questions is that it is not clear what firm managers mean when they answer. This is clear for questions like J30f that ask whether corruption is a problem. A manager that pays a bribe to avoid paying taxes or complying with regulations might see corruption as useful rather than harmful. Similarly, managers who refuse to pay bribes might see corruption as a problem if they lose contracts or cannot get permits or licenses because they refuse. Indirect questions that ask about 'firms like this one' have similar problems. Firm managers that don't pay bribes but believe that their competitors do might say that 'firms like theirs' pay bribes even if they do not.
Although the questions are ambiguous, most studies using indirect questions assume that firms answer these questions thinking about their own behavior (Note 3). If a firm managers says that 'firms like theirs' pay bribes equal to 2 percent of sales, most studies assume the firm pays that amount. In a recent paper on cross-country determinants of corruption, Treisman (2007, p. 214) notes "[w] ording is often chosen to reduce respondents' fear of self-incrimination-e.g., questions concern 'firms like yours'-but it is hoped and assumed that respondents reply based on their own experiences." Similarly, if a manager says corruption is a problem, studies often assume that is because that firm pays bribes more frequently. Safavian, Graham and Gonzalez-Vega (2001, p. 1220) Anecdotal evidence on whether managers answer this way is mixed. Johnson, McMillan, and Woodruff (2002 , p. 1337 -1338 report one respondent told an interviewer that he understood that the question was really asking about his own firm. During field interviews in Zambia, however, when asked whether bribes were sometimes needed (i.e., question J7) several managers explicitly noted that although they do not pay bribes-often giving reasons why they do not-they know other firms do (Note 4). It is unclear, whether the managers did this maintain the illusion that they do not pay bribes or because they were truthfully answering questions based on what they believe other firms do.
In summary, indirect questions are difficult to interpret. That is, firms that say corruption is a problem or that firms like theirs pay bribes might not answer questions with their own actions in mind. If this is the case, firm-level analysis of firms' answers will tell you what types of firms and managers believe others pay bribes not what types of firms or managers pay bribes. The goal of this paper is to provide additional evidence on whether firms answer indirect questions with their own experiences in mind.
Data
This paper uses data from survey of 144 construction firms in Kabul (Afghanistan) that was conducted between May and June 2009. The survey was a general business environment survey-only six of the 114 questions concerned corruption. The questionnaire was based on the World Bank's Enterprise Survey. Firms were randomly selected from the database of 1165 construction firms held by the Peace Dividend Trust (PDT). PDT uses the database to help construction firms access information and bid for contracts. Because construction contractors need to keep their information current to receive information, it is probably the most comprehensive database of construction contractors available in the country.
Corruption in Public Contracting
Afghanistan has serious problems with corruption, including in government contracting. As well as asking general questions about corruption (e.g., J30f and J6), the survey included questions about corruption in government contracting. Managers were asked whether corruption was a serious problem when bidding for government contracts. About 69 percent of managers said that it was. Corruption was seen as the most serious problem related to bidding for government contracts (see Table 1 ). Construction firms that are averse to paying bribes have another option in Afghanistan. International donors and foreign militaries finance much of the construction in the country (Note 5). Since corruption is a less serious problem for these contracts, firms that are averse to paying bribes can focus on bids with these organizations (Note 6). Many firms do this, bidding for international, but not government, contracts (see Table 2 ). Managers who do not bid for government contracts are more likely to say corruption is a problem than managers that do bid for government contracts (Clarke, 2011b) . About 77 percent of managers that had not bid said that corruption was a serious problem compared with 63 percent of managers that had bid (Note 7). This suggests that firms that say corruption is a problem are not implying that they pay bribes. That is, firms that do not bid do not pay bribes to win government contracts.
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 4, No. 10; 2012 So why are firms that only bid for contracts with international organizations more concerned about corruption than firms that bid for government contracts? It might be because managers who are averse to paying bribes avoid bidding for government contracts because they believe that they have to pay bribes to compete (Clarke, 2011b) . These managers, who feel that they lose potential contracts because of corruption, might therefore see corruption as an especially serious problem.
For this explanation to explain the pattern of responses, some people would have to be more averse to paying bribes than others. There are several reasons why this might be the case. Some people might be more apprehensive about breaking the law, more worried about being caught, or more concerned about how corruption affects society. Another possibility is that non-bidders are less well connected. They therefore might find it harder to know who to bribe and how much to pay (Note 8). Moreover, in the absence of a legally enforceable agreement, they might worry that they will not win the contract after paying the bribe.
In summary, the results suggest that firms that say corruption is a problem during the bidding process are not implicitly admitting to paying bribes. Firms that do not bid do not pay bribes. They do, however, report being more concerned about corruption during bidding than firms that do bid. This makes it difficult to interpret responses to this indirect question as if firms are talking about their own behavior. In the next section, we explore this issue further looking at general questions about corruption.
Econometric Estimation
The question of how firms answer general questions about corruption in areas unrelated to government contracting is explored by estimating two models. The first looks at whether different types of firms have different perceptions about corruption by estimating the following equation:
(1)
Perceptions i are how large an obstacle the manager of firm i sees corruption. Unlike the question summarized in the previous section, this is a general question about corruption (identical to question J30f). That is, it is not specifically about corruption related to government contracts. The dependent variable takes five possible values (0 to 4) corresponding to "no obstacle", "minor obstacle", "moderate obstacle", "major obstacle" and "very severe obstacle".
Since the dependent variable is ordered and categorical, the model is estimated as an ordered probit model.
The main variable of interest is the measure of aversion to paying bribes (aversioni). The proxies that we use are a set of dummy variables indicating what types of contracts the firms bid on. The results in the previous section suggest that firms that are averse to paying bribes avoid bidding on government contracts. We therefore divide the firms into three groups: (i) firms that bid for government contracts; (ii) firms that bid for contracts from international organizations but not from the government; and (iii) firms that have not bid for any contracts. Firms in the second, and possibly, third groups are likely to be more averse to paying bribes than firms in the first group. It is, however, difficult to know whether firms that did not bid on any contracts are averse to bidding on government contracts specifically. That is, firms that did not bid for any contracts might have had no capacity to take any additional contracts that year. As a robustness check, we drop firms that did not bid on any contracts.
Although we could divide firms that bid for government contracts into firms that only bid for government contracts and those bid for both government and international contracts, there were only 9 firms in the second category (see Table 2 ). We therefore separate the two groups only as a robustness check.
Firms that do not bid on government contracts worried more about corruption when bidding for contracts. As argued above, the most reasonable explanation for this is that firms that are averse to corruption choose not to bid for government contracts. If this interpretation is correct, all else equal, we would expect these firms to be less likely to pay bribes in other situations. If managers answer the indirect questions as if they are answering about their own firm, we would therefore expect firms that only bid on government contracts to be less likely to say that firms like theirs pay bribes and that corruption is a problem.
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International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 4, No. 10; 2012 The regression includes several control variables. The first two indicate the size and age of firms. If large firms and old firms are better connected this might affect how they deal with government officials and, therefore, their experience with corruption (Campos & Giovannoni, 2006) . The model also includes a dummy variable indicating the gender of the owner. Managers of female-owned firms might behave differently from other managers (Swamy, Knack, Lee, & Azfar, 2001 ). Because corruption might affect domestic firms differently than foreign firms, the regressions include a variable indicating domestic ownership. The final variable measures time spent dealing with government regulations. This is included because the burden of regulation might affect corruption (Djankov, La Porta Lopez-de-Silanes, & Shleifer, 2002; Safavian et al., 2001 ).
The second model looks at whether firms report that 'establishments like this one' make 'informal payments or gifts' to 'get things done with regard to customs, taxes, licenses, regulations, services, etc.' (i.e., J7 above). Once again, this is a general question about corruption and is not specifically about corruption when bidding for government contracts. The model is the following:
The dependent variable is a dummy variable indicating that the manager says that 'firms like this one' pay bribes to get things done (Note 9). The models are estimated as a probit model containing the control variables above.
Empirical Results

Firms That Bid on International Contracts
Managers of firms that bid only for international contracts were more likely to say that corruption in general is a problem (i.e., J30f) than firms that bid on government contracts (see column 1 in Table 3 ). The coefficient indicates that firms that bid only on international contracts were about 17 percentage points more likely to say that corruption was a severe problem in other situations (see Table 4 ). If firms that are to averse paying bribes bid only on international contracts, it is not clear why these firms would be more likely to pay bribes in other situations. A more likely explanation for the statistically significant coefficient is therefore that firms that are averse to paying bribes are more concerned about corruption because they are less willing to pay them and therefore have problems with corrupt officials in other situations as well. Note: t-statistics are in parentheses. ***, **, * Statistically significant at 1, 5, and 10 percent significance levels. a Omitted category is firms that bid on government contracts.
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International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 4, No. 10; 2012 Firms that do not bid on government contracts were also more likely to say that firms like theirs need to pay bribes to get things done (see column 2). If firms that do not bid for government contracts are more averse to paying bribes to win contracts, it seems unlikely that they would be more likely to pay bribes in other situations. This suggests that their responses indicate that they believe that 'firms like theirs' pay bribes rather than that they pay bribes (note 10). In summary, it is difficult to interpret the answers to these general indirect questions as if the managers are talking about the firms' own experiences. Source: Authors' calculations based upon data from survey.
Note: Estimated outcomes are calculated by predicting the outcome for each observation assuming that it falls into that group (i.e., replacing the appropriate dummies with the dummy for that group)
Firms That Do Not Bid on Any Contracts
The coefficients on the dummy variable indicating that the firm did not bid on either type of contract were statistically insignificant. However, there are few firms in this category (see Table 2 ) and, as a result, the coefficients are estimated imprecisely. In fact, we are also unable to reject the null hypothesis that the coefficients on this dummy variable are the same as the coefficients on the dummy variable indicating that the firm bids only on international contracts at conventional 10 percent significance levels. In this respect, we are unable to say much about the responses of firms that bid on neither type of contract. Note: t-statistics are in parentheses. ***,**,* Statistically significant at 1,5, and 10 percent significance levels. Firms that bid on no contracts are excluded from regressions in last two columns a Omitted category is firms that bid on government and international contracts.
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Control Variable
Most of the coefficients on the firm-level control variables are statistically insignificant. There were, however, some significant coefficients. Most notable, managers of domestically owned firms were more likely to say that corruption is a serious problem when bidding on government contracts and more likely to say that 'firms like theirs' paid bribes to get things done with respect to licenses, taxes, and other regulatory requirements. Managers of older firms were also more likely to say that firms like theirs paid bribes to get things done. Firm managers that reported spending more time with government officials were more likely to say that corruption was a serious problem and more likely to say that firms like theirs paid bribes.
Robustness Checks
Close to one-fifth of the surveyed contractors refused to answer the question on whether bribes are needed. It is possible that firm managers that believe that other firms like theirs pay bribes would be more likely to refuse to answer than managers that believe that firms like theirs do not pay bribes (Jensen, Li & Rahman, 2010) . As a robustness check, we re-run these regressions treating non-respondents as if they replied yes -that is the dependent variable is one if the firm manager said that firms like their paid bribes or the firm manager refused to answer. The results are similar when we do this (see column 3)
As an additional robustness check, firms that bid only on government contracts are separated from firms that bid on contracts with government and with international organizations (see Table 5 ). As discussed above, only a few firms bid only on government contracts meaning that the coefficient will be estimated imprecisely. The coefficient on this variable is statistically insignificant, meaning that the difference between these firms and firms that bid on both government and international contracts is not statistically significant. Including the additional dummy does not appear to affect any of the main results discussed above. Finally, the results are also similar when we omit firms that did not bid on any contracts. As discussed above, it is possible that these firms do not have any spare capacity and do not bid because of this.
Conclusion
Firms that do not bid for government contracts complain more about corruption in government contracting than firms that do bid (Clarke, 2011b) . Since firms only pay bribes if they bid, it seems non-bidding firms should be less, not more, concerned about corruption in government contracting. So why do firms that do not bid complain more? One possibility is that managers that are averse to paying bribes refuse to bid for government contracts. They therefore see corruption as a serious problem for their firm because they lose contracts because of it. This shows that seeing a manager complain about corruption in government contracting does not mean the manager is paying bribes.
Firms that do not bid for government contracts were also more likely to say that corruption was a problem and that firms like theirs paid bribes in situations unrelated to bidding. If firms do not bid for government contracts because they are averse to paying bribes, it seems unlikely that they would be more willing to pay bribes at other times. This suggests managers might not answer general indirect questions only thinking about their own firm. That is, when they say corruption is a problem or that firms like theirs pay bribes, they might not be implicitly admitting to paying bribes. It does, however, affect other uses of indirect questions. Researchers often regress managers' responses to indirect questions on firm and manager characteristics. If firm managers are not thinking about themselves or their firm when answering these questions, results from these regressions could be misleading. That is, the other firms that managers are thinking about might be different from the managers' firm in ways that interest the researcher.
In this paper, we find managers of domestic firms are more likely to say that 'firms like theirs' pay bribes. This could be because domestic firms pay bribes more than foreign firms. If managers answer the indirect question thinking about their firm, this would be the correct way to interpret the correlation. It would also be the correct way if managers of domestic firms answer thinking about other domestic firms and managers of foreign firms answer thinking about other foreign firms.
But managers might be thinking broadly about firms in their sector or about their main competitors when they answer. Their answers might show that managers of domestic firms believe that important large foreign www.ccsenet.org/ijef
International Journal of Economics and Finance Vol. 4, No. 10; 2012 competitors in their sector pay bribes. This would be consistent with focus group discussions where managers of domestic firms complained about foreign firms using connections to win contracts.
Another example from this paper is the correlation between corruption and regulation. As noted above, managers that report spending more time with regulators were more likely to say that firms like theirs paid bribes. If they were answering with their own experiences in mind, this suggests that regulation leads to corruption or corruption leads to heavier regulation. If, on the other hand, they are talking about how they think other managers behave, it could show that they believe that spending time with regulators leads to more opportunities for corruption for their corrupt competitors. That is, the correlation might not be caused by regulation resulting in greater bribe payments, just greater opportunities to bribe.
